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For Cheri, Mem, and Josh

The Dangers of Oversharing
Here is a simple example. Say the company decides to expand into an area
you care about. A new project is now available, complete with funding, and
you want to lead it. You, therefore, approach your boss to ask for their help
in getting that assignment, which likely will involve a promotion.
The problem is, the last interaction you had with your boss went something
like this:
BOSS: How are you today?
YOU: Ugh. One of the kids is acting up, and my wife is complaining that I
don’t spend enough time at home with him.
Now you’re asking your boss for a job that may require a lot more time and
responsibility. What you don’t want is for your boss to think, “I don’t know.
This job is going to require a lot more of his time and he’s already got trouble
at home. Maybe I shouldn’t add to his burden.”
This falls into one of the primary traps: oversharing. You thought your boss
was your friend, so you revealed what is arguably an inappropriate amount
of detail about your personal life. The hope is that your boss will ignore all
of that when it comes time to make decisions about your career, but you can’t
count on that.
Those sorts of personal considerations should never enter into a decision
made by your boss. You can ask your boss to ignore them, but if they really
are your friend, will they? It’s best not to take that risk.
Remember that there are only two messages you want to give your boss: “I
got this,” and “I got your back,” as discussed in Chapter 4, Sending the
Important Two Messages, on page ?. If you treat your boss like your friend,
you’re interfering with the first message. It’s like saying, “I got this, but only
if you assume I am fine with all the chaos going on in my life right now.” And
who wants to say that to someone with direct impact on your career?
That’s not to say you should be unfriendly. There’s a big difference between
being friendly, however, and being friends. The world would be a better place
if everyone acted more friendly, but friendship is special. Friends are added
selectively. Some of them may even work with you. That’s acceptable, as long
as there is no inherent power disparity between you and they aren’t making
decisions about your job or your career.
In other words, here’s how the previous conversation should have gone:
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BOSS: How are you today?
YOU: Fine, how are you?
Again, there’s no reason to be unfriendly. The boundary you are drawing is
an internal one. You’re protecting yourself by maintaining a professional
relationship with the person who matters most to your career.

Maintaining Emotional Distance
Say you believe your boss is your friend. Your boss joins the rest of the group
in social activities after work. Your boss talks about sports, or movies, or
other non-work topics with you on a regular basis. Your boss seems to really
care about you as a person.
Now that big project comes along that you want to lead, or at least be a part
of. Instead, your boss calls you into their office and announces they gave the
position to someone else.
“Hey,” you might say, “I thought you were my friend!”
No, they’re your boss. Your boss is not your friend.
Recall the agenda diagram from Chapter 1, Making Inevitable Conflict Productive, on page ?, reproduced here:

You have an agenda for your job, your career, and your life. Your boss also
has an agenda for their job, their career, and their life. We try to operate in
the overlap, but the other situations still happen. This was one of them.
Is it possible the decision was personal? It can happen. Maybe the boss
believes they’re protecting you, as described earlier. Maybe they feel the other
person really would be better for the job. Maybe they want to keep you in
your current position because you are so valuable there. The decision could
come from any number of reasons, some of which might be based on your
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ability to do the job and some not. If personal issues factored into the decision,
it’s even more important that you maintain the emotional distance necessary
to avoid being hurt.
If you believe your boss is your friend, the first time they make a decision
against you, you’re going to be surprised and hurt. If your reaction to a decision that you don’t like is ever, “I thought you were my friend,” you’re learning
this lesson.
In principle, it’s fine for your boss to be your friend when everything is going
well. When a conflict occurs, however, suddenly it’s “only business.” The
truth, though, is that that is how business relationships are supposed to
work. You’re not supposed to be friends with the boss—the boss has too much
power over you for that. And while your boss may be sorry they have to take
an action that hurts you, their own priorities and incentives sometimes require
them to do it.

Ken says:

If You Were Really My Friend...
A manager friend of mine told me that once when he reprimanded an employee for
not performing, the employee responded, “I thought you were my friend!”
The manager replied, “If you really were my friend, you would have done your job
and not put me in this position.”
If you are relying on friendship to protect you in a difficult work environment, think
again.
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